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Parts of a Synagogue
Can you match the picture to its name? Cut out each picture and place it next 
to the name of the object it shows.

ark

tallit

bimah

Eternal Light
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Parts of a Synagogue
How much can you remember about the objects in a synagogue? Cut out each 
picture and place it next to the description of the object it shows. Can you fill 
in the missing names?

bimah Eternal Light

ark

tallit

The special place on the main 
wall where the Torah is kept.

The raised platform where 
the cantor stands and the 
Torah is placed.

A shawl worn by men when 
they pray in the synagogue.

A light above the ark which 
is always lit.
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Parts of a Synagogue
Can you match the picture to its description? Cut out each picture and place 
it next to the description of the object it shows. Then, add labels to say what 
each object is.

bimah Eternal Light ark tallit

The special place on the main 
wall where the Torah is kept.

The raised platform where 
the cantor stands and the 
Torah is placed.

A shawl worn by men when 
they pray in the synagogue.

A light above the ark which 
is always lit.
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